
Gertrude and Claudius – John Updike 

Set before the action begins in Shakespeare's 

"Hamlet," this speculative novel follows the lives of 

Gertrude and Claudius, King and Queen of Denmark, 

as they wend their way towards adultery and treachery 

to ascend the throne. 

{Hamlet by William Shakespeare} 

 

Jack Maggs – Peter  Carey 

In London in the 1830s, a young thief insinuates 

himself into a wealthy household and soon falls in with 

an author fascinated by the criminal mind.  

{Great Expectations by Charles Dickens} 

 

Mr. Timothy – Louis Bayard 

Seeking to gain independence from his benefactor, 

Ebenezer Scrooge, Timothy Cratchit loses himself in 

the underworld of 1860s London, where the discovery 

of two murdered girls prompts him to protect a third 

would-be victim. 

{A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens} 

 

A Far Better Rest – Susanne Alleyn 

A novel that fills in the "missing years" of Sydney 

Carton in Charles Dickens' "A Tale of Two Cities," 

follows the troubled, love-stricken man to France, 

where he takes part in the revolution. 

{A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens} 

 

Ahab’s Wife – Sena Jeter Naslund 

A rich epic, drawn from the classic Moby Dick, 

chronicles the life of Una Spenser, wife of the immortal 

Captain Ahab, from her Kentucky childhood, through 

her adventures disguised as a whaling ship cabin boy, 

to her various marriages.  

{Moby Dick by Herman Melville} 

 

Mary Reilly – Valerie Martin  

The servant of Dr. Jekyll, Mary Reilly, records his 

strange case as she sees it.  

{The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde                   

by Robert Louis Stevenson} 

 

Silver: Return to Treasure Island – Andrew Motion 

Young Jim Hawkins is caught up with the daughter of 

pirate Long John Silver in search of the buried 

treasure of the buccaneer Captain Flint. 

{Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson} 

 

ALSO: 

Monster’s Notes – Laurie Sheck 

{Frankenstein by Mary Shelley} 
 

Son of a Witch; A Lion Among Men;  

Out of Oz – Gregory Maguire 

{The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum} 
 

Scarlett – Alexandra Ripley 

{Gone With the Wind by Margaret Mitchell} 
 

The Wind Done Gone – Alice Randall  

{Gone With The Wind by Margaret Mitchell}  
 

Alias Hook – Lisa Jensen 

{Peter Pan by J. M. Barrie} 
 

Hyde – Daniel  Levine 

{The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde                   

by Robert Louis Stevenson} 
 

The Jekyll Legacy – Robert Bloch & Andre Norton 

{The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde                   

by Robert Louis Stevenson} 
 

 Wide Sargasso Sea – Jean Rhys 

{Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte}  
 

Ed King – David Guterson 

{Oedipus Rex by Sophocles} 
 

My Jim – Nancy Rawles 

{The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark 

Twain} 
 

Ophelia – Lisa M. Klein 

{Hamlet by William Shakespeare} 
 

The House of Silk – Anthony Horowitz 

{Sherlock Holmes series by Arthur Conan Doyle} 
 

The Monogram Murders – Sophie Hannah 

{Hercule Poirot series by Agatha Christie} 
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Ever wonder what might have been? 

These books take that question, 

along with some beloved classics, 

and try to carry on the original 

author’s intent. Whether they look at 

the same events from another 

perspective, or fill in the “before” or 

“after”, they give readers another view 

of an old favorite. (For Jane Austen 

re-imaginings, see our ‘Lost in 

Austen’ booklist.) 
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Finn – Jon Clinch 

A novel inspired by Mark Twain's classic tales 

explores the mysterious life and strange death of 

Huckleberry Finn's infamous father, describing Finn's 

fearsome father, the Judge; his brother, the sickly, 

sycophantic Will; and young Huck.  

{The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain} 

 

Becky: The Life and Loves of Becky Thatcher  

Lenore Hart 

Becky Thatcher describes her love for Tom Sawyer, 

her marriage to Tom's cousin Sid, and her struggle 

between the expectations of her era, her obligations 

to her family, and the fierce quest for passion and 

fulfillment.  

{The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain} 

 

The Double Bind – Chris Bohjalian 

Working at a homeless shelter, student Laurel 

Estabrook encounters Bobbie Crocker, a man with a 

history of mental illness and a box of secret photos, 

but when Bobbie dies suddenly, Laurel embarks on 

an obsessive search for the truth behind the photos.   

{The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald} 

 

Phantom of Manhattan – Frederick Forsyth 

With the help of the woman who had originally freed 

him from torment, the Phantom of the Opera escapes 

by ship to America to begin a new and secret life that 

leads him to power and wealth, until a mysterious 

death-bed message transforms his life once again.   

{The Phantom of the Opera by Gaston Leroux} 

 

The Mists of Avalon – Marion Zimmer Bradley 

When Morgan le Fay (Morgaine) has to sacrifice her 

virginity during fertility rites, the man who 

impregnates her is her younger brother Arthur, whom 

she turns against when she thinks he has betrayed 

the old religion of Avalon.  

{Le Morte d’Arthur by Sir Thomas Malory} 

 

Rebecca’s Tale – Sally Beauman 

In a continuation of Daphne du Maurier's classic 

Rebecca, Colonel Julyan, his daughter Ellie, and 

Tom Gray, a young scholar with a mysterious past, 

investigate the circumstances surrounding the death 

of Rebecca de Winter.  

{Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier} 

Cosette: A Sequel to Les Miserables 

Laura Kalpakian 

Cosette, from Hugo's Les Misérables, and Marius, 

editor of a progressive newspaper, endure the 

Revolution of 1848 and the Second Empire when 

Marius is in prison most of the time and Cosette 

sneaks his radical writings out of prison for the paper.   

{Les Misérables by Victor Hugo} 

 

Wicked – Gregory Maguire 

Set in an Oz where a morose Wizard battles suicidal 

thoughts, the story of the green-skinned Elphaba, 

otherwise known as the Wicked Witch of the West, 

profiles her as an animal rights activist striving to 

avenge her dear sister's death.  

{The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum} 

 

Rhett Butler’s People – Donald McCaig 

Chronicles the life and times of dashing hero Rhett 

Butler and the people who shaped his world--his 

unyielding father Langston, best friend and onetime 

slave Tunis Bonneau, former love Belle Watling, and 

the passionate Scarlett O'Hara.  

{Gone With the Wind by Margaret Mitchell} 

 

Grendel – John Gardner 

The monster Grendel expresses his isolation and 

loneliness in a dark and bleak northern world.  

{Beowulf} 

 

The Firebrand – Marion Zimmer Bradley  

Kassandra, the Trojan princess, can foresee the 

future for her family at the end of their war with the 

Greeks but has no power to change the outcome.  

{The Iliad by Homer} 

 

Till We Have Faces – C.S. Lewis 

This reinterpretation of the tale of Cupid and Psyche, 

combines elements of barbarism and fantasy with an 

understanding of human nature and psychology.  

{The Cupid and Psyche myth} 

 

Revenge – Stephen Fry  

Thanks to a prank by a jealous classmate, eighteen-

year-old Ned Maddstone is mistakenly arrested and 

imprisoned in a top-secret gulag-style asylum where 

MI5 disposes of unwanted operatives.  

{The Count of Monte Cristo by Alexandre Dumas} 

March – Geraldine Brooks 

As the North reels under a series of defeats during 

the first years of the Civil War, one man leaves 

behind his family to aid the Union cause. His 

experiences will change his marriage and challenge 

his ardently held beliefs. 

{Little Women by Louisa May Alcott} 

 

Count Vronsky’s Daughter – Carola Salisbury 

Anni, the daughter of Anna Karenina and Count 

Vronsky, goes to Paris at 18 to study art and falls in 

love with a revolutionary.  

{Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy} 

 

Lavinia – Ursula Le Guin 

Re-imagining the last six books of the epic poem, 

The Aeneid, Le Guin breathes life into one of the 

minor characters and describes her view of ancient 

Italy and the history of its founding. 

{The Aeneid by Virgil} 

 

A Northern Light – Jennifer  Donnelly 

In 1906, sixteen-year-old Mattie, determined to 

attend college and be a writer against the wishes of 

her father and fiancé, takes a job at a summer inn 

where she discovers the truth about the death of a 

guest.  

{An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser} 

 

Adele: Jane Eyre’s Hidden Story – Emma Tennant 

Follows the marriage between shy governess Jane 

and Edward Rochester as witnessed by the latter's 

young French ward, who remembers her childhood in 

Paris as the daughter of a celebrated actress. 

{Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte} 

 

Monster – Dave Zeltserman 

In 19th-century Germany, after  a young chemist is 

drugged and then framed for slaying his fiancée, he 

awakens to find himself transformed into a grotesque 

monster by Dr. Victor Frankenstein. 

{Frankenstein by Mary Shelley} 

 

Foe – J.M. Coetzee  

Returning to London after being marooned on an 

island in the Atlantic, Susan Barton approaches the 

author Daniel Foe with the story of her adventures 

with Robinson Crusoe and the mute Friday.  

{Robinson Crusoe by Daniel Defoe} 


